There are, too, collective 'anguishes', the great problems of the day, so clear to all and yet so difficult to solve. Do you remember an American philosopher (I have forgotten his name) who once said: 'if you are not part of the solution, then you are part of the problem'? There is truth in that statement, and certainly I for one keep it in mind as I look now at many of our social and national problems.
This century has witnessed the unleashing on the world of a new barbarism. Two world wars and scores of more localized conflicts have constituted a massive and sustained attack on life itself. Conventional weapons have reached such a level of destructiveness that casualties have been enormous. In the Second World War 51 million people died: 17 million were military, 34 million were civilians. It is estimated that 75 million people have been killed in warfare this century so far. Genocide is sometimes an instrument of policy, as in the Holocaust or the Stalinist terror or the Kampuchean war. Torture or the wholesale elimination of opposition has become endemic to many regimes in Latin America or Africa. More menacing than any other agency of destruction is the stockpile of nuclear weapons. With something akin to frenzy, the two great power-blocs of our modern world feel compelled to match weapon systems and warheads; trust and mutual confidence have broken down and both sides, in the grip of despair, can fashion only one deterrent: mutually assured destruction -MAD -mad indeed.
But war does not pose the only direct threat to life in our modern world. Millions die each year from starvation and diseases resulting from malnutrition. Perhaps as many as 40 000 people die each day from these causes. The Brandt Report (1980) claimed that 500-600 million people were undernourished and hungry. Much of that suffering and death could be avoided if only the nations of the world would make common cause in the service of life. The plain truth of the matter is that the poverty of the Third World is the grim face of materialistic society, the product of human indifference, greed and exploitation. It remains a terrifying situation.
There is an enemy too within our own society, not as destructive perhaps as war and starvation, but grimly hostile to human life and the human right to live. Familiar for over a decade, passively accepted by most and actively encouraged by some, abortion has destroyed in our country alone close on two million lives.
I lay stress on this point, because I believe, and believe profoundly, that respect and reverence for human life has to be absolute and indivisible. Those who are appalled by abortion must be horrified, too, by war and mass starvation, and vice versa.
But it is not just a question of protecting or preserving life. We need to pay attention to the quality of life. There are, after all, basic needs which are prerequisites for the dignity of the person. If human beings are disadvantaged and impaired by a hostile or unfavourable environment, then they become frustrated, apathetic or angry, and, again, subject to such pressures that health and general well-being suffer.
As we look, then, at Britain today, we can identify some social evils which offend human dignity and reduce the quality of life. Once again, as in the 1920s and 1930s, we are compelled to face the major problem of mass unemployment. When Pope John Paul II visited us last year he said in Liverpool: 'In many countries, unemployment has risen sharply and caused hardship to individuals and families. It tends to sow seeds of bitterness, division and even violence. The young, unable to find a job, feel cheated of their dreams, while those who have lost their jobs, feel rejected and useless. This tragedy affects every aspect of life, from the material and physical to the mental and spiritual'.
The Church's concern for the unemployed and for unemployment is not an intrusion into matters reserved for politicians and industrialists. We have here a profoundly human problem. Work of every kind is part of our humanity. Deprived of it, we feel ourselves threatened and devalued. Priest and doctor alike can testify to the ravages caused by unemployment to the individual and to family life. A passive acceptance by society is a patently inadequate response to the problem.
I have described unemployment as a major problem but there are other threats to human dignity. I shall not comment on all in any great detail. Racial discrimination in all its forms is particularly repugnant to those who care for the human family. The quality of ·Iife for racial minorities often suffers by comparison with ours.
Further, despite decades of planning and effort since the Second World War, many families today still suffer from inadequate housing or from rehousing schemes which have uprooted close-knit communities and left families marooned in high-rise flats or in a wilderness of bricks and mortar. When the living environment is wrong, when isolation replaces close ties, then social and psychological problems proliferate -as both the doctor and the priest know only too well.
I want at this point to move on from considering some of the symptoms of our present social ills to look at the possibility of healing and renewal. Central to my argument are the words of Jung (1933) in his book 'Modern Man in Search of a Soul'. I believe they will help us explore a way that can lead to a solution. He wrote as follows:
'During the past thirty years, people from all the civilised countries of the earth have consulted me... Among all my patients in the second half of life... there has not been one whose problem in the last resort was not that of finding a religious outlook on life. It is safe to say that everone of them fell ill because he had lost that which the living religions of every age have given to their followers, and none of them has been really healed whodid not regain his religious outlook.'
I have often thought about that, and it has led me to reflect that what is true for the individual is, surely, true also for the individual in his or her relationship with others. I mean, therefore, in society itself. Together we need to rediscover values that are absolute and timeless. That is no easy task. We live in a world of organizations, committees, reports, planning. You have them, and so do we. Far be it from me to criticize the processes whereby we strive to improve the quality of our life in our society, each of us in accordance with our different professional competences. There is need for all that. Yet some lines from T S Eliot are particularly appropriate in this connection: ' We constantly try to escape from the darkness outside and within by dreaming of systems so perfect that no-one will need to be good' It is no mean task to escape from the darkness, and harder still to attempt to be good. I do not mean 'good' exclusively, or even primarily, in a moral sense. I mean something more profound. It is what the Gospel calls a 'change of heart', in Greek 'metanoia'. It is something very radical undertaken by the individual and which must, in the end, have a profound effect on the society in which he finds himself. It consists, in part, in the discovery that what we experience in our present state on this earth is not, and cannot be, the whole story. There is a reality about which science cannot speak and which technology cannot achieve. We enter the realm of the eternal, the spiritual, that is of religion. Now it would be quite wrong to think that all is gloom, and that evil reigns. It would be wrong, too, to think of religion as concerned only with correcting that evil. It has many riches to offer; indeed, in the end the only riches worth having. Earlier in this paper I spoke of the problems of our society, I spoke of war and of hunger, and I reflected upon the secret fears and anguishes of the individual. But that is the dark side. I have hinted that we shall not find solutions to these things unless we recognize and accept that religion must playa role in our personal lives and in society as a whole. The patient may have much wrong with him, but he can be cured. There are always signs of hope, always good things to note. Indeed, I shall go further and say that, whatever the signs to the contrary may be, there remains in each one of us at least a spark of religion, ready to be ignited into something brighter and warmer. The promise of a healing process is there.
How do we detect this 'spark' within us? I imagine that it is different in each person, which would not be a surprising fact since every person is unique. I think is has something to do with a 'longing' deep down within us. Today we tend to speak about the search for 'meaning' and for 'fulfilment'. In the philosophical system in which I was brought up, we would say that the rational animal which we call 'man' is orientated to Truth, the proper object of his intellect, and to the Good, which is the proper object of his will. Putting it all in more homely terms we can say that we want to know and we want to possess the good, or the good that we see in a great number of persons and objects which fall within our experience. In the end we discover that the pursuit of truth and goodness leads us to long for truth and goodness in their absolute forms. This absolute Truth and this absolute Goodness we call God.
I have wandered uneasily into this rather abstruse philosophical world, but only to show that when a man like St Augustine wrote: 'Our hearts are restless, Lord, till they rest in Thee', such a statement has a highly respectable philosophical foundation. We are made for something that lies -to use our inadequate terms -above and beyond us, and there is a part of every person that yearns for that.
Let us go further: in searching for 'meaning' and 'purpose' in life, we are trying to catch glimpses of the glory of God. We cannot look directly at the sun with a naked eye. The eye is too weak, the sun too strong. And our natural limitations are further hampered by weaknesses which stem from our human and inherited wilfulness. It is as if a cloud hovered between us and God. From time to time that cloud of unknowing is pierced by a shaft of light, which tells us something about God though we do not see or touch Him directly. It may be a moment of total happiness, an experience of true love, the discovery of another of the secrets locked away in the Universe, or conversely, it may be in sorrow and sadness that we experience His presence. In ecstasies and agonies, His voice is unmistakable to those who are prepared to listen and to look. Such shafts of light can give warmth to the heart.
The glory of God is present in the marvels of our world. There is beauty to please the eye and the ear. There is genius to be admired in the skill of the mind as it probes into the secrets hidden within reality; in the achievements made in harnessing and controlling the great powers latent within the Universe; in the creative work of artist or technician. We have the power within us to make inventions and skills into hymns of praise, as we recognize whence come the gifts we use and where lies the ultimate purpose of our endeavours.
We have the 'power'; have we the 'will'? And, in the first place, have we the 'will' to heal ourselves, recover wholeness, so that our priorities are right? And is it possible to make for ourselves a more just, peaceful and humane society? We do not wish to be blown to smithereens, nor do we wish to lose our freedom and independence; we do not want people to be badly fed, inadequately housed, workless and, terrible for the young, without hope. So why do we find ourselves so paralysed or so apathetic in the presence of such manifest inhumanity? 'Is it possible to build a better world? I think it is certainly possible to make progress. Human beings have the potential to live lives which are richer, more fulfilled, more secure. There will always be some frustration and failure. I would preface my final remarks by saying that my deepest conviction is that the ultimate answers can be found only in Jesus Christ and in His Gospel and. in the conversion he came to preach. Unless we learn to die to ourselves and to live for God, all our striving may remain a cunningly-concealed struggle for power and domination. We may seek to reform and find we have only succeeded in shifting the balance of power without reducing the sum of human misery. Having said that, I want to place before you, perhaps temerariously, a four-point programme that can be implemented without formal faith in Jesus Christ or in Christianity. It is a programme that requires only an awareness of the transcendent, a recognition of human longing for God and an understanding of man's nature.
First, our presentday confusion and the lack of unity within the state, within secular society, reveal the need for rediscovering a common vision, an agreed understanding about the nature, the dignity and the rights of man. This will be impossible and incoherent without a recognition of the spiritual dimension in each individual, and without acknowledgment of the eternal, the divine. We need, in other words, to rekindle a sense of religion in our people. The great monotheistic religions represented in our society today, the Christian, the Jewish and the Muslim, could each make their distinctive contribution. There is need here for a national dialogue of faith and the making of a common cause.
Secondly, our present discontents call out for the regeneration of all elements "in our society. As we have lost our religious sense, we are experiencing a dulling of our moral sense. Legitimate freedoms are being menaced by increasing licence. I am not calling simply for Victorian values, since not all these were by any means profoundly religious or moral. But there is an obvious need for greater self-discipline, for unselfishness, for self-control to curb greed, indulgence, cruelty, carelessness over others' rights. No one is naturally and invariably thoughtful, generous and tolerant. There is need for training, for discipline, for example, and social support. The great religions and the finest traditions of humanism will provide us with enough inspiration here.
Thirdly, our society needs the bond of a common purpose, of tasks freely agreed on and pursued with vigour by different interest groups. Earlier I pointed to the dangers which directly threaten life and those which impair the quality of life. In this, the world itself is providing us with our agenda. There is so much to do and perhaps not much time left. The Brandt Report warned us that there is a world crisis, that there is no guarantee that it can be contained, that urgent action is required from the relatively affluent nations of the northern hemisphere. Here are dangers even greater than those which faced us in 1939: Can we find from within ourselves the moral reserves and the will to enter the struggle? "
Fourthly, and finally, can we not find common ground in recognizing that there must be respect in our society for every person simply as a person? All of us must come to acknowledge that the person is primary, not society. The State exists for people and not people for the State. That great Archbishop of Canterbury, William Temple, in 1942 in his 'Christianity and Social Order', talked about the need to arrange society so as 'to give to every citizen the maximum opportunity for making deliberate choices and the best possible training for the use-of-that opportunity'. He called for 'the widest-possible-extension of personal responsibility' and he saw it expressed in personal freedom, in social fellowship (which grows up from the grassroots so that the State becomes 'the community of communities'), and in the obligation of service to our neighbour both by our work and by our use of leisure. There in in this concept alone enough inspiration for an entire lecture.
Perhaps, now, I have said enough to indicate how a change of heart, a rediscovery of purpose, a seeking after goodness can transform the individual and society as a whole. Inevitably, since the subject matter is so vast, I have been content to sketch an outline. My argument, to sum up, has been that individuals and society are subjected to many dangers in today's world. There are threats to life and to the quality of life. Individuals and society cannot be fundamentally healed without a radical transformation. Religion is essential to this process. Personal renewal and the renewal of society follow the same pattern. A return to God is a precondition for a return to health. The key to everything is a true understanding of Man. The aim of all our activity for a better world can be summed up in the words of William Temple: 'the fullest possible development of individual personality in the widest and deepest possible fellowship'.
That is surely where priest and doctor can be at one.
